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Abstract
Identifying the same places across different gazetteers 
is a key prerequisite for spatial data conflation and 
interlinkage. Conventional approaches mostly rely on 
combining spatial distance with string matching and 
structural similarity measures, while ignoring relations 
among places and the semantics of place types. In this 
work, we propose to use spatial statistics to mine 
semantic signatures for place types and use these 
signatures for coreference resolution, i.e., to determine 
whether records form different gazetteers refer to the 
same place. We implement 27 statistical features for 
computing these signatures and apply them to the type 
and entity levels to determine the corresponding places
between two gazetteers, namely GeoNames and 
DBpedia. The city of Kobani, Syria, is used as a
running example to demonstrate the feasibility of our 
approach. The experimental results show that
the proposed signatures have the potential to improve 
the performance of coreference resolution.
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Introduction and motivation
Coreference resolution across gazetteers is an important 
prerequisite for spatial data conflation and interlinkage.

Conventional approaches and their limitations:
(1).  Coordinate matching: 
Centroids for all geographic features → difficult to select 
a place type agnostic distance threshold as initial search 
radius. 

(2).  String matching: 
Same place but different names;
Different places but the same name.

(3).  Feature type matching: 
Incompatible typing schemata/ontologies. 

Case 
To illustrate our method, Kobani, Syria is used as an 
example. Kobani is a city that lies near the border 
between Syria and Turkey. It is a typical example for 
the complexities arising when multiple parties such as 
the local population, news outlets around the world, 
government agencies from different states, and so 
forth, refer to a place by different names such as 
Aarab Peunar, Kubani, Kobane and ‘Ayn al‘ Arab, to 
name but a few. 

Conclusion
In this work, we presented an initial case study that 
demonstrates how signatures mined from spatial statistics can 
reveal additional information about the semantics of place 
types on top of relying on type labels alone. Our work shows 
how spatial statistics and ontology engineering and alignment 
can go hand in hand to provide additional characteristics for 
tasks such as coreference resolution which play an 
increasingly important role as drivers of record linkage and 
conflation. In essence, we make use of the fact that different 
types of places can be told apart by the results of various 
spatial statistics performed over their instances, i.e., particular 
places. This, in turn, enables us to regard the resulting place 
type specific signatures as feature vectors and compute their 
dissimilarity using Euclidean distance (or other measures), 
thereby gaining an additional matcher on top of the string, 
spatial distance, and structural matchers used in the literature. 
Finally, we also go beyond existing work by taking 
neighboring places into account to improve the matching, 
instead of comparing 1:1 matches in isolation. In the future, 
we will apply the presented work to more (Linked Data) 
gazetteers and all their places.
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Proposed approach → Semantic matching:
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Methodologies and Results 

1. Place type signature as additional matching 
characteristics
We propose to use the mined place type signatures as an 
additional matching characteristic that communicates the 
semantics of place types beyond labels alone. 

Step 1 - Select candidates: there are three place types 
associated with candidates for Kobani in GeoNames and 
one place type (populated place) in DBpedia. 
Step 2 - Calculate dissimilarities: computing the 
Euclidean distance between these three GeoNames place 
signatures and the populated place signature from 
DBpedia. 

Note: The place signature in this work is essentially the 
feature vector comprised of the 27 statistics listed in the 
Table. We use Euclidean distance and regard all statistics 
the same weight, but more sophisticated models are under 
investigation as well. 
 

Kobani, Syria, in Google Map

Results of searching for ’Kobani’ in GeoNames (top) and DBpedia (bottom) 

Dissimilarity (Euclidean distance) DBpedia: Populated 
Place

GeoNames: seat of second-order 
administrative division

7.22

GeoNames: stream/intermittent stream 8.96

GeoNames: populated place 9.22

Results: dissimilarities between the populated place 
signature for DBpedia and three example place type 
signatures in GeoNames.

2. Place type signature of neighboring places
One drawback of the first method is that if multiple 
candidates shared the same place type, the signatures are 
incapable of providing any further distinctions. Therefore, we 
propose to include the signatures of neighboring places as 
well. 

Step 1 - Query nearest neighbors: 9 nearest neighbors are 
queried for each candidate place and their place types are 
recorded. 
Step 2 - Obtaining averaged neighboring signatures: the 
averaged signatures of these 9 place types are calculated for 
characterizing the neighborhood of the specific candidates.
Step 3 – Calculating dissimilarities: Euclidean distances are 
calculated between candidates in GeoNames and the  one in 
DBpedia. 
Note: the averaged neighboring signature is the averaged 
feature vector of the 27 statistics listed in the Table. 
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Results: Dissimilarities between Kobani ’s neighboring 
signatures in DBpedia and the three example places’ 
neighboring signatures in GeoNames.

Dissimilarity (Euclidean distance) DBpedia: Populated 
Place

’Ayn al’ Arab (GeoNames) 4.23

Kobani (GeoNames) 10.57

Mkoani (GeoNames) 6.98
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